Functional MRI of self-controlled stereoscopic depth perception.
Stereoscopic depth perception was studied in healthy young adults using fMRI imaging at 2.0 T. In a novel paradigm we compared the cortical activation elicited by single-image stereograms which create alternating 2D and 3D percepts (event-related analysis triggered on the self-controlled switches between the two percepts) with the activation caused by a more conventional approach contrasting pairs of stereoscopic images with pairs of identical images (block design). The data show a distributed network of cortical areas embedded within the visual pathways that included about one-quarter of the cortical surface activated by 2D visual stimulation and about one-half of the area activated by 3D percepts based on stereoscopic image pair. 3D perception recruited mostly neuronal populations in higher order visual areas: whereas about 40% of the visually activated locations along the intraparietal sulcus were also activated by 3D perception based on single-image stereograms (resp. 90% stereoscopic images), only 10% such overlap was found in striate cortex. The study revealed no sup-port for a right-hemispheric lateralization of depth perception.